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Optimizing Field Development with Data Science Tools
Using Emerson SKUA-GOCAD Automation Solutions
RESULTS
• A combination of customized functionalities from SKUAGOCAD and the data science tools offered by analytic
platforms enabled a customer in the Middle East to make
informed decisions for future field development, based on
a thorough understanding of the reservoir.
Figure 1: Examples of different EOR sector geometries above the
reservoir location of an American field.

“What started as an idea for EOR screening
has now developed into a multipurpose tool
for learning everything about a reservoir
within half an hour.”

APPLICATION
SKUA-GOCADTM

CUSTOMER
Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC Upstream)

Nader Gerges, Specialist Geoscience , ADNOC

CHALLENGE
Using Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) techniques to optimize field
development is becoming increasingly important in the Middle East, where
there is a growing need to improve hydrocarbon recovery from mature
fields. For reliable assessment, a preliminary step known as EOR screening
is needed, consisting of a systematic analysis of the geological and
dynamic features of the reservoir. EOR screening is performed by
subdividing 3D geocellular models into multiple smaller sectors, and
summarizing the information in those models in a format that can be
efficiently analyzed by data analytics platforms. This is usually done
manually within the modelling software, but due to the size of ADNOC’s
fields, it was necessary to automate the process. The creation of field
sector quartering the fields and of the table reporting the reservoir
statistical analysis needed to be done automatically.

SOLUTION
Two new functionalities were created as macros using the advanced
automation capabilities and flexible scripting capabilities of Emerson’s
SKUA-GOCAD modeling system. Creating the sectors as polygons was
made easier with a customized command granting control over the
quartering coverage, azimuth or individual sector size (Fig. 1). With the
second command, a summary table of the zone statistics was reported
for the main geological and dynamic properties inside each polygon and
in each stratigraphic layer of the selected 3D geocellular model (Fig. 2). A
grid region was created as a subset of the main grid, incorporating the cells
located inside each EOR sector and in each geological layer to be analyzed.
The reservoir statistics computed to assess the zone potential included
facies proportion, flow properties statistics, and volumes in place.
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Figure 2. Computation of the model properties statistics inside
each sector for each stratigraphic unit.
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The exported summary table efficiently analyzed data using TIBCO
Spotfire® data visualization and analytics software.
Interactive visualization tools were built and customized to fully account
for the complex relationship between the different geological properties
(Fig. 3). External data such as core, PVT, SCAL and Production data could
also be incorporated for comparison with the model data.

RESULTS
Using the innovative workflow developed jointly with ADNOC , it
was possible, for the first time, to link the geomodeling results of
SKUA-GOCAD and the data analytic capabilities of Spotfire. The
global summary table enabled a systematic data-driven analysis of
the geological and dynamic features in each sector in the analytical
platform. A cross-analysis of the different parameters provided valuable
insights, such as the facies relation to the porosity-permeability
structure at a scale relevant for an EOR study (Fig. 4).

Figure 3. Template creation for a cross-analysis of the computed
statistics; facies relation to the porosity-permeability structure.

Using history matched simulation results calibrated with surveillance data
from Pulsed Neutron Logs and pressure surveys, the volume of unswept
hydrocarbon and recovery factors could be reliably inferred from the
table (Fig. 5). With this workflow, equivalent analytical templates could
be built and customized to adapt the analysis to the characteristics of the
field. Candidate zones meeting selection criteria could be defined and
successively ranked using a sequence of analytical filters.
The workflow was applied to a giant carbonate field in Abu Dhabi
to assess the best location for applying a dual injection scheme in
the reservoir geological layers characterized by a high permeability
contrast environment. The result was the successful proposal of a final
location for the EOR pilot that met all the appropriate criteria, better
collaboration between a multidisciplinary team, and a final product that
gave a thorough and easily understandable picture of the reservoir.

Figure 4. Layers can be successively analyzed with the predefined
template, applied here on one layer of an Abu Dhabi field.

BENEFITS
• The data-driven sectorization workflow quickly provided
geoscientists and reservoir engineers with important insights into
reservoir properties, reservoir sweep and the amount/location of
remaining oil volumes.
• Time-consuming manual tasks, such as the creation of EOR zones
or the statistics computation in each sector individually, became
significantly quicker, allowing scalability on large fields.
• The integration of reservoir and production data in an efficient
analytic platform supported the asset team in identifying the optimal
location and streamlining plans to develop the targeted FDP/IOR/
EOR schemes needed to improve ultimate reservoir recovery.

Figure 5. Comparison between the initial oil saturation and the
current oil saturation after production.
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